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Experiments have shown that plasma environments

can induce discharges in solar arrays. Tnese

plasmas simulate the environments found in low

earth orbits where _u_rent plans call for

operation of very large power systems. Tne

discharges could be large enough to couple into

the power system and possibly disrupt

operations. In this paper, the general

concepts of the discharge mechanism and the

techniques of coupling are discussed. D_ta

from both ground and flight experiments are

reviewed to obtain an expected basis for the

interactions. These concepts were applied to

the Space Station solar array and distribution

system as an exarmple of the large space power

system. The effect of discharges was found to

be a function of the discharge site. For mc6t

sites in the array discharges would not

seriously impact performance. One location at

the negative end of the array was identified as

a position whez_ discharges could couple to

charge stored in system capacitors. This

latter case could impact performance.

IN_RXECI_ON

Tne space environment can induce discharges in

space power systess either by surface charging

via geomagnetic substorm enviromments in

geosynchronous orbit or by interactions between

biased surfaces and the space plamna

er_irorE0e_It in low earth orbits [i, 2 ]. These

discharges have been demonstrated in

laboratories and there is sufficient space

flight data to substantiate the laboratory

results [3,4,5,6]. It is important, therefore,

to know how large space power systems will

respond to these transients. While the

phenomenon in both orbits is interesting, this

paper will address only the low orbit, large

power systems.

Tne tests indicated two major results. The

first was that, as the bias voltage increased

above i00 volts, there was a dramatic increase

in collected current (see Figure 4). This

increase was plasma density dependent - larger

currents were collected for higher plasma

densities. This effect was explained by the

fact that the interconnect electric field

extended over the cover glass and accelerated

plasma particles into the oover glass

increasing secondary emission. These secondary

particles were then collected by the

interconnects increasing the total plasma

collected current. This effect was called

"snap-over' [13].

The second result was the discharges that

occurred when the negative bias voltage,

relative to the plasma potential, exceeded a

density-dependent threshold (see Figure 5).

These discharges could shut off laboratory

power supplies [3].

Ground tests were run on a continuing basis

with the available technology solar cells (2 X

2, 2 X 4, 6 X 6), using standard and

wrap-around interconnects. The segments tested

ranged from sma_l i00 cm _ arrays to

substantial 2 m _ arrays. Testing with both

bias power supplies and self-generated voltage

arrays was conducted. The results were

similar: snap-over at positive voltages and

disc2mrges at negative voltages.

There were two flight experiments conducted to

measure the interaction in actual space

envirorm_nts; Plasma Interaction Experiment

(PIX) 1 and 2 [14,15]. The results here

were the same as in the ground simulation

tests. The discharge data for both ground and

space results have been assembled and, while

there is s_e uncertainty in the absolute

threshold voltage values, there is no doubt

that discharges do occur [2,16]. For plasma

densities corresponding to the Space Station

orbit, discharge threshold values range from

-138 to -250 volts. The Icw value is from the

self-generated voltage testinq [17].

The largest space power system planned for low

earth orbit operations is the Space Station,

Freedam. This Station is to have an array that

will generate 215 kw of power at a nominal

voltage of 160 volts in order to provide the 70

kw required at the Station electrical loads

[7]. The final operating Station is planned to

have a solar array configured in eight separate
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blankets in four wings. An artist's conception

of one version of the final operating

configuration of the Station is shown in Figure

i and gives an idea of its physical size. If

there were discharges in these arrays, then

there could be system damage if the discharge

could drain the array power.

The current plan for the Station is to have the

power generated in the solar arrays and

transmitted to the Station electrical loads via

an AC transmission line. The option of using a

DC system frcm the arrays to the !oads is still

being discussed. The array configuration

coDsists of 16 solar cell sectors, connected in

series (with a bypass diode), to form a 160

volt block. The blocks are then connected in

parallel to form the 13.5 kw blanket. There

are two blankets per wing (see Figure 2). The

solar cell chosen for the Station is a new 8 X

8 cm silicon cell.

Before considering the interactions between the

Space Station and the environment in more

detail, it is _ to review the

background data on plas_ induced discharges in

solar cells.

D_ IN SOIAR CEIIS

The behavior of solar oells, biased to various

to the structure. The s_ will then be

at or near plasma potential and the array

voltage will be negative. There will be

velocity effects as the Station moves around

its orbit and plasma conditions change [7].

These effects are illustrated in Figure 6.

Previous studies of system behavior has

indicated that the voltages will not be high

enough for snap-over to oocur unless active

charge control _iques are used. _ __auns

that discharges w_uld be the dcminant concern

for the Station power system performance. As

shown in Figure 6, all blocks in the eight

blankets have areas that are at sufficiently

negative potential where discharges can occur.

The discharge threshold used is based on the
minimum values found in the PIX-2 data

extrapolated to Space Station altitudes.

The actual discharge transient is not well

characterized. _ts have been

attempted that appear to show pulses of several

microsecond duration, but this is more probable

the test sample response than a actual

discharge [18]. Other experiments have shown

that the discharge is really a rmlltiple process

involving the initial discharge transient

stretc_hed by decharging of other capacitors in

the array [19]. It is this latter type of

discharge process that will be considered here.

voltages in plasma environments, has been

studied since the late sixties [3-6, 8-12].

These experiments used small segments of

arrays, biased by external power supplies, to

measure the plasma-cell interaction. The test

arrange_nt is similar to that shown in Figure

3. The initial oork__/n was for possible power

losses that could be induced in the array

because of the parasitic parallel loop through

the plasma. The tests soon showed that there

were other concerns.

_he missing pieoe of data that is required to

assess the Station behavior is data on the 8 X

8 cm solar cell. At this time, there has been

no plasma interaction testing of these cells.

There are differences in the construction

ted_iques for these new cells and these may

cause the cell to respond differently to

plasmas, since this data is missing, it will

be asmaned, for the following discussion, that

they will be/_ve sirilarly to the other cells.

APPLICATIGN TO SPA_ STATIGN _ SYSI_

A space power system, operating at a given

voltage, will interact with the space plasma

environment such that the net current collected

frcm the plasma is zero. This _eans that the

structure potential will vary, relative to the

spaoe plasma potential, until this current

balance is reached. Since electrons are more

mobile than ions, this usually means that the

system will float negative to repel electrons

and attractions.

q_e Space Station design currently calls for

the positive side of _he array to be grounded

The Station power system is still being

designed so that only the conceptual elements

of that system can be included in this

discussion. Tne DC generation - DC

transmission and the DC generation - AC

transmission power distribution systems are

shown conceptually in Figures 7 A and B. An

initial study of this system was concexned

primarily with the effect of discharges on the

Station electrical loads [7]. It used a model

in which the structure ground was firmly tied

to space potential. Tne batteries, required to

provide power during eclipse, were mounted cn

the wings. A solar array switching unit (SASU)

was also included to mintain array power at

the maximum power point by switching units in

and cut of the circuits as required. Tne SASU

was simulated as a capacitor and resistor in

this model. A diode characteristic was used to

simulate the solar array performance.

In that study, discharges were simulated simply

by turning off various levels of power for

periods of up to 60 microseconds. Small

discharges were shown to have little effect on

the electrical load. This is because the

batteries would cc_e on line to maintain

power. Any ripple due to the transient would

be damped out by the transmission line

inductance. For the DC-DC system appreciable

power losses occurred only when the whole array

was involved in a discharge or when the array

diodes failed. This was due to the back-biased

array being an additional load for the battery

to supply. Tne DC-AC system didn't seem to

respond to ccmplete array shut down of up to 60

microseconds.
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Based upon the assumptions used, it became

apparent that disd%arge effects in the array

should be evaluated in more detail. Therefore,

this study was undertaken to evaluate the

effect in the DC-DC system, since the interest

was now in the array, the circuit model was

simplified as shown in Figure 8. In this

model, the Station is now coupled to space with

a typical value of 400 picofarads. Tne battery

system is also diode protected from reverse

current flows. ITds eliminates any possibility

of having the battery being drained by the dark

array during eclipse.

Tne characteristics of the discharge itself are

not really important. The discharge is assumed

to trigger a process resulting in the

decharging of other capacitors. The process

a_ is that a discharge occurs in the

negative portions of the array locally reducing

the voltage. This causes the array material

capacitors (cover glass and substrate) to

decharge by ejecting electrons to spaoe to

co_nd to the change in voltage. This

stretches out the duration of the pttlse. For a

small discharge involving two sectors, the

cover glass and substrate capacitance would be

on the order of 0.35 microfarads. The

resistance to space has been set at 50 ohms and

the discharge _ oompu__ at a value to

give an underdamped pulse (IX10 -_ H).

This discharge must occur in the array in or

between sectors where the voltage is

sufficiently negative with respect to the space

plasma potential, since an absolute discharge

threshold has not yet been established, twD

separate discharge locations will be considered

in the following sections.

D____

25 _ and 26 _* sector where the voltage,

relative to the space plam_a potential, is -154

volts (switch position marked A in Figure 8).

The discharge is triggered by a breakdown in

the cell circuit. This drives the voltage at

this point towards zero based on the

relationship that the discharge current equals

the discharge capacitance times the time

dependent change in voltage. This change in

voltage causes the charged cover glass and

substrate capacitors to dec_ stretching the

discharge pulse. This type of discharge also

will cause the sector voltages to c_ since

the current flc_ in the cells has been

modified. When the discharge current was less

than the plasma current collected by tb_ block,

then the plasma currents drove the voltage

distribution back initial value. The capacitor

controlling this rate of change of voltage was

assumed to be the syste_n capacitance to space.

Hence, the return to normal conditions /s more

rapid. This effect has been modeled with a

circuit analyzer code and the results shown in

Figure 9. A single discharge, at this

location, could effectively shut down the block

or reduce the power generated by 1/36 of the

total blanket power for about 60 sec (assuming

36 parallel blocks). The sector cell reverse

current resi_ and the sector diodes w_uld

prevent other blocks frc_ being affected by the

discharge. The battery w_uld come on-line and

maintain power to the load and the battery

diodes would isolate both the battery and the

Station loads from the discharge. The problem

that could occur here would be stressing the

diodes; although they should be capable of

withstanding such stresses. Hence, this type

of discharge should not cause any serious

disruption of power service in the station. If

multiple discharges do occur, then it is

possible for several blocks in all the blankets

to go down simultaneously. If the battery is

charged, then these losses again would not

affect the Station loads. Tnere would still be

a concern if the discharge rate were high, but

such rates for large arrays have not yet been

de_.

D_ At _d Of Block

This type of discharge is assumed to occur at

switch position marked B in Figure 8 at

breakdown voltage of -160 volts. The process

involved in the discharge is the same as in the

preceding case: a discharge triggers the

decharging of the cover glass and substrate

capacitors. The effect here, however, is far

more serious, qhe disc_ is triggered at

the most negative voltage area of the block and

again, the voltage is driven towards zero. The

block current is available to add to the

di_ as before. Now, the other blocks can

add their current to the discharge since the/_

are no bloc3dng diodes nor hi_ resistance cell

paths to hinder current flow. Tnis means that

the SASU capacitor can also decharge. This

unit has a 2000 m/crofarad capacitor _harged to

160 volts or a stored charge of 0.32 coulombs.

The behavior during this type of discharge was

also modelled and the results are shown in

Figure i0. As shown the current in the pulse

can rise 75 to amperes in 70 sec. This could

be sufficient to cause significant damage to

wires and components. While this is going on,

power for the station electrical loads will be

provided by the battery until this supply is

emhausted.

If this type of discharge is so serious, why

hasn't it been observed in the laboratory tests

of array segments? The answer is that it has

been. The early test results mentioned that

the discharge would drain the full capability

of the power supply. As the tests became more

sophisticated, current limiting resistors were

added in the test lines to isolate the power

supply during the discharge so that the

discharge process could be studied. _his

prevented current flow from the supply and

since tb_ array samples ware small, t/he

discharg9 _ was _ii.

Tnere are possible mitigation techniques that

can be used here to prevent serious

oonsequehces from this type of discharge. This

is to provide additional diode protection to

prevent capacitor decharging current flows.
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Large solar array power systems must function
in the space plam_ env_ for lc_g
periods of time. Possible intel-actlons in such

arrays have been studied for the past twmlty
years by biasing small segments of the array to
various voltages while exposed to a simulated
space plasma envY. Two major effects

w_re found: the "snap-over" current collection
when the bias voltages were greater than 100
volts and discharges that occurred in n89atlve
biased regicms of the array.
phenomenon resulted in high plasma current

collection which implied additional power
losses. Discharges generated transients that
could conceivably damage _. Previous
system evaluaticr_ have indicated that the

operating voltages would preclude
operating at greater than 100 volts relative to

the plam_a potential, so this is not considered
to be a serious prublem. That leaves only the
questionof discharges.

The Space Station power _ represents the
largest power generating array to be flown on

low earth orbit. This array would generate 7215
kw of power while operating at 160 volts.
Solar cells for this array are to be the nwd 8
X 8 cm cells for which there is no data on

plam_ interactions. Under the _on that
these cells would behave similar to all other

types of cells, system evaluations have been
_. An initial study concluded that

there would be minor disruption in the powmr
flow unless either the entire array shut down
temporarily or that the beck-blas diodes

failed. Then there could be a 10% power 1_

for the duration of the discharge (up to 60
mlcroseccnds durations were considered).

In a recent study of solar array discharge,

the results indicated that a disd%_r_M could
couple into other capacitors in the system,

out and _li_ing the pulse. _s
ooncept was applied to the Space Station

system. The Station power distribution system
designed used in the Lnitial study was modifi_

to incorporate space capacitance and disc_
ooctlrring in two different locations on the
array were evaluated. If the dischazr_

at the end of a block, then the

results were more serious. Such a discha_-'_je
would shut down all of the blocks in a

blanket. The SASU capacitance could also

dissipate its charge appreciably increasing the
current flow. A mitigation _que to

minimize this effect is to use blocking diodes
in the array lines between the blocks. A major
unknown in these studies is the discharge
repetition rate. If disc_ are frequent,

then they could prevent or reduce hattezy
charging capability.

basic assu_ion in this study is that t_
8 X 8 cm cells behave the same as the other,
older cells. If these new cslls have the sam

discharge characteristics, then the effects

described here will happen. If the cells
behave in a different manner, then the whole

question w_LLId have to be revisited.
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